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in Europe and Empowering Poland
F-16s Fly East
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USAFE continues to transform itself . . . with a greater focus on Eastern Europe.
—Gen tom hobbins, USaF, retired
Former Commander
United States air Forces in europe

Poland is probably the most pro-American society in Europe.
—lech Kaczyń ski
President, republic of Poland

I

n the InternatIonal arena of strategic alliances, windows of opportunity
for momentous change are rare and
fleeting. Creation of the north atlantic
treaty organization (nato) at the start of
the Cold War was one of them; the end of the
Cold War and the global strategic environment following the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001 (9/11) present the next opportunity. Poland stands out as an eager member
of nato and a strong supporter of US policy.
Indeed, the Polish military recently took unprecedented steps to embrace Western concepts,
training, and hardware.1 at the same time, United
States air Forces in europe (USaFe) is tasked
with broadening relations with new nato nations in eastern europe, gravitating away from
its significant Western european presence during the Cold War.2 therefore, it is in the national interest of the United States to continue
to transform USaFe by relocating US F-16s
currently in Italy to new bases in Poland.

Strategic, military, and political interests
for both Poland and the United States are
aligning to make this move possible, but only
for a short period of time. a staunch supporter
of US foreign policy in Iraq and afghanistan,
having committed troops to both theaters, Poland is eager for US reciprocity.3 hosting US
fighters, combined with agreeing to base part
of the United States’ ballistic missile defense
(BMD) shield on its soil, will make Poland a
stronger strategic partner in the region. Poland is currently upgrading its civil and military aviation infrastructure as F-16s continue
to arrive, an acquisition made possible by an
unprecedented foreign military sales deal
coupled with US congressional loans and business investment.4 a US-friendly political environment persists in Poland as russian rhetoric
intensifies, but this situation could change as
nationalistic voices sometimes critical of US
policy get louder.

*the author is chief of the Joint Studies and analysis Branch at headquarters air Force, a8 Directorate, Pentagon, Washington, DC.
an F-15e evaluator pilot, he is a graduate of the College of naval Command and Staff as well as the naval operational Planner Course—
the navy's advanced war-fighting school.
Author’s note: Since this article was written, the conflict in Georgia and renewed plans to deploy missiles to Kaliningrad reveal that a
resurgent russia is increasingly willing to confront friends and allies of the United States in its sphere of influence. Such actions reinforce
the need to strengthen US military relationships with Poland.
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THE MERGE

The Strategic Environment
the National Military Strategy of the United
States of America (2004) addresses the importance of proper posturing and presence to assure our friends, enhance interoperability,
and improve our ability to prosecute the
global war on terror (GWot). It also challenges combatant commanders to adjust troop
levels to enable “multinational forces to act
promptly and globally.”5 a decision to move
F-16s into Poland would meet these objectives
at a time when russia is flexing its muscles,
specifically at Poland, over controversy surrounding the BMD initiative. In 2002, through
a program known as Poland Peace Sky, the
Polish air Force purchased 48 F-16s, thus ensuring hardware commonality, heightened interoperability, and in-depth training in US
tactics and operational warfare.6 the initial
cadre of Polish F-16 pilots is training at US
bases until the Polish air Force can stand up
training of its own with the help of US instructor pilots serving as exchange officers.7 Poland’s emerging modern fighting force will
put that nation on the leading edge of technology, able to respond regionally and globally under the nato banner.
USaFe’s theater Security Cooperation
Program office published a directive in 2006
calling for stepped-up relations with Poland,
including increased military-to-military cooperation and training with the goal of gaining
air and base access, as well as building up the
forces of our nato ally.8 the larger strategic
implications of establishing closer ties with Poland involve the embracing of changing european relationships and the quiet positioning
of forces closer to russia in the interest of strategic influence.9 Moving US forces further
east will also disperse our strong presence in
Western europe, which could be crippled if
governments deny the deployment of forces
from their territory during unpopular wars.10

Conditions in Italy
Clearly a staunch supporter of US policy
since the early days of the GWot, Italy hosts
thousands of service personnel, including the
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US Sixth Fleet, multiple army posts, and air
bases, as well as nato’s Defense College and
Southern Command. But governments change,
and political and social attitudes less supportive of US foreign policy persist in some sectors
of Italian society. these feelings became evident
in 2006 when newly elected prime minister
romano Prodi was almost driven from power
over the controversial decision to authorize
the expansion of Camp ederle in Vicenza.11
opposition to an increased US presence garnered huge rallies numbering between 40,000
and 100,000 protestors.12 these same hostile
elements within Italian society also present security and force-protection concerns to US
commanders in Italy.
aviano air Base (aB), located in northern
Italy, 75 miles north of Venice, hosts the 31st
Fighter Wing, two operational squadrons of
F-16s, and approximately 1,700 personnel, not
including dependents.13 on the local level,
aviano has its challenges. at the time of the
base’s establishment in 1911 by the Italian air
Force, it was located in a rural area.14 today,
however, growing villages and towns surround
aviano, dividing it into seven separate geographic areas—a situation that poses logistical
challenges as well as force-protection concerns.15
limited real estate inside aviano’s perimeter
renders base housing virtually nonexistent.16
the base had a history of expeditionary
fighter visits until the United States permanently relocated air Force fighters from Spain
in 1992. tactical-training conditions have slowly
deteriorated since their arrival, with increased
airline operations across europe and the adriatic Sea having gradually degraded mediumaltitude airspace used for air-to-air training.17
Moreover, low-altitude training suffers from
population encroachment and political sensitivities—heightened by an incident involving
a navy ea-6B that caused a cable-car disaster
in 1998—and for all practical purposes, air-toground training does not exist.18 additionally,
the absence of usable ranges in Italy prevents
training with live ordnance, a skill critical to
tactical fighters.19
the United States’ long-standing relationship with Italy has weathered the storm, but
underlying challenges and concerns persist,
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which US leaders must mitigate to the best of
their abilities. although Italy will most likely
continue to host large numbers of US forces,
one can make the case for seizing the opportunity to move US fighters to a friendlier and
less restrictive political environment in the republic of Poland.

A Friend in Poland
a nation in transition, Poland eagerly threw
off the chains of communism, quickly embraced
Western ideals and institutions, and began a
continuous program of military modernization. nato rewarded its efforts in 1999 with
alliance membership. a friend of the United
States in the GWot, supporting operations in
both Iraq and afghanistan with few or no restrictions, Poland even led the Multinational
Division Central-South in Iraq from 2003 to
2007 and is currently considering sending more
troops to afghanistan.20 the Polish president
recently stated that “it’s not a gesture. It’s an
obligation. We are a member of an alliance.
We feel it our duty to respond. . . . So we count
on reciprocity.”21 at a time when the promised
payback of Iraqi contracts never occurred and
when the United States is asking more of Poland with regard to missile basing for the BMD
shield, the president’s statement reflects a
sentiment that his country is ready for quid
pro quo in the form of bilateral security guarantees.22 Some analysts think that this will
come in the form of Patriot missiles, but an
equally assuring gesture of US commitment to
Poland involves the proposed basing of two
squadrons of US fighter aircraft.23 Such a
move would help strengthen our nato partner on the eastern frontier.
We could easily colocate fighter aircraft at
current Polish F-16 bases undergoing worldclass modernization as they continue to receive
their new fleet of fighters through 2009.24
Sharing bases would accelerate training, benefiting both air forces while quickly integrating
the new Polish squadrons at the operational
and tactical levels within nato. Poland’s excellent low-level flying routes as well as air-toair and air-to-ground training ranges, including
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much-needed access to live-weapons ranges,
would greatly enhance training for US pilots.25
as Gen tom hobbins, former USaFe commander, pointed out, “the traditional [Western] european civilian air traffic environment
has drastically constrained our ability to
train.”26 these constraints do not exist in eastern europe.
Basing two US squadrons with the accompanying support package, including families, would
also benefit the local economy and enable the
United States to affect Polish society through
direct engagement. this integration should
meet little resistance since the Polish people
tend to be a homogeneous, pro-american society with little internal turmoil or conflict.27

Russia Responds
When Poland secured its F-16 contract from
the United States, russia immediately based new
S-300 air defense systems in Belarus, leaving little
doubt that moving US fighter squadrons into a
country that borders russian soil (Kaliningrad)
would invoke a response.28 Such a proposed
move, coupled with the current controversy over
the BMD shield, requires the United States to
tread cautiously and diplomatically.
that is, we must consider and skillfully mitigate the strategic risk that this action introduces
to US and nato relations with russia. the
United States should build on the fact that
there are currently two US instructor pilots in
Poland who are training Polish aircrews and
frame the movement as a continuation and expansion of the agreed-upon training program.
the United States could also associate the
move with the current BMD initiative, presenting it as a related bilateral security agreement.
We need additional, careful calculation to
gauge the russian response. aggressive russian action could potentially destabilize the
region, and russia could remove itself from
additional arms- and troop-limiting treaties,
building on its recent suspension of the
treaty on Conventional armed Forces in europe.29 the US presence in Central asia also
prompted russia to move troops and aircraft
to a nearby russian airfield in 2003.30 Based
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on this recent posturing, the United States
and Poland should expect similar russian responses to this plan.

Challenges
no doubt, the proposed move of fighters to
Poland is ambitious and will face many challenges—especially the cost to american taxpayers. locating our forces at a Polish base
already undergoing modernization by the
host country can mitigate the financial burden, but expected expenditures could possibly
exceed $1 billion, the estimated price tag for
the army’s expansion in Italy.31
other challenges include environmental
concerns and decaying infrastructure left over
from the Soviet era as well as poor logistical
support in eastern europe.32 We also need to
evaluate and improve the air-traffic-control
infrastructure. Furthermore, quality-of-life issues could emerge because Polish living standards, though rapidly improving, still lag behind those of Western europe. also worth
noting is the fact that recent public discourse
in Poland revealed a split in opinion over the
US BMD plan.33 those who oppose BMD basing in Poland will no doubt attempt to block
the arrival of US fighter squadrons by using
similar arguments. though daunting, these
challenges can be overcome by relying on the
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United States’ experience with setting up bases
in allied countries.

Conclusion
In an unstable post-9/11 world, europe has
experienced more stability than other regions,
but the security environment in eastern europe continues to change. Gen Bantz Craddock,
commander of european Command, is currently reevaluating a 2005 security plan that
restructures current basing in europe and reduces US troop levels from more than 110,000
to 60,000.34 one analyst remarks that troop
levels must stay at a level high enough to send
a “forceful message to allies and potential foes
alike.”35 Moving F-16s from aviano aB to Poland would send precisely this message, cementing US-Polish relations. It would also increase the interoperability of nato allies
flying the same weapon system, strengthen an
emerging ally eager for our support, and enhance the combat capability of USaFe F-16
units by removing barriers to training prevalent in Western europe. this proposal is a
strategic move that would benefit the operational and tactical environments. We must act
now since the window of opportunity will not
remain open for long. ❑
Washington, DC
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